-media kitPS4source is the place where gamers and tech enthusiastic people come together to read
the latest news and reviews about their favorite games
big company's trust in our expertise
We thank all cooperation partners, who regularly support us with great products for review purposes. Every product tested
by our experts gets the appreciation it deserves. Regardless of whether it is a simple product such as a protective cover or
complex technical devices like headphones, NAS systems or game controllers. When reporting, it is particularly important to
us that the products are presented with many photos and honest opinions.
We are proud to have already cooperated with the following companies: SONY, Philips, HTC, Sennheiser,
JBL by Harman, Nacon, Auna, Synology, QNAP, Turtle Beach, Hama, Bigben-Interactive, Zens and many others.

PS4source is approaching its 10th anniversary
Since August 2013 we have been reporting daily on what is happening in the game- and tech industry.
During this time, we have built up a strong readership, which is represented as follows:

Exclusive content on PS4source - We

Indies and small businesses

In addition to report daily, we love
conducting interviews with game
developers or product manufacturers.
The curiosity to learn more about the
newest products is what defines us.
We use direct interviews with
manufactures and developers to find
out what they wanted to achieve with
their creation. It is always fascinating
to get new exclusive information
firsthand, so we can share it with our
audience.

Rocket League - Psyonix
with Software Engineer Thomas Silloway

Control – Remedy
with Game Director Mikael Kasurinen

RaceEffect Leipzig
with Store Manager Adrian Sausemuth

Gamebox Retrobox
with Gregor Herzog

Feel free to contact our editorial team
for interview purposes!

mail: info@ps4source.de

Video games – art at its best
It's an honor to test and rate video games. There is a lot of work, dedication and creativity behind every published game.
Both big and small publishers have pushed the game industry forward for decades. All the more we appreciate the recognition and trust in our work
of numerous publishers such as: Activision, Bethesda Softworks, Capcom, EA, Nintendo, SCEE, Ubisoft, Warner Bros. and many more.

Sony Interactive Entertainment
God of War

Activison
Spyro Reignited Trilogy

Annapurna Interactive
Stray

Atlus, Deep Silver
Persona 5

Bethesda Softworks
Dishonored

Capcom
Devil May Cry 5

Future Friends Games
Omno

Ubisoft
Assassin’s Creed Odyssey

Nintendo
Mario Party Superstars

EA Sports
FIFA 23

SEGA
Sonic Frontiers

Warner Bros.
Mittelerde: Schatten des Krieges

Giving back to the community is especially important to us
To celebrate the appreciation of our followers and cooperation partners, we organize competitions with great prizes frequently.
There are always reasons to celebrate. Sometimes it is the website's anniversary and other times it's for occasions like Christmastime,
the start of a new games convention or to highlight a new product.
You are welcome to contact us, if you would like to contribute and we can organize a great competition
together, which everyone can enjoy!

PS4source on social media
We maintain contact with all fans on our social media channels.
Social media sites are excellent platforms for reporting on events like the gamescom in cologne, which we visit every year.
It is a pleasure to visit these events and share the taken live impressions to our audience by using pictures and videos.
Maybe we'll meet in person at one of the many game conventions!

+17.000 follower / subscriber in total!

